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Indications for Laminoplasty?

Clinical:
Cervical myelopathy
Cervical 
myeloradiculopathy
JOA (<13)

With evidence of cord 
compression

Myelomalacia
Ratio <0.4
Cord effacement
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Indications for Laminoplasty?

Stenosis:
OPLL

Cervical spondylosis

Congenital Stenosis

Multilevel disk 
herniation

Cervical lordosis to allow 
for drift

<15 degrees cervical 
kyphosis

Radiographic assessment of 
cervical stenosis

The distance b/t the 
midpoint of the posterior 
vert. body and 
spinolaminar line

Average 17 mm

Stenosis if less than 
13mm

Epstein, Et. Al.

Torg/Pavlov Ratio

Ratio of less than >82 
indicates stenosis

In addition to 
Torg/Pavlov: Also assess 
the distance from 
spinolaminar line to the 
facet.  If negligible this a 
hallmark of congenital 
stenosis
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Radiographic Factors in 
deciding Surgical approach

Regional Lordosis (kyphosis)
General trend is to strive to 
have post op spine at least 
neutral

Cord tensioning and 
increased intramedullary 
pressure in kyphosis

Global SVA

T1 slope: get long films 
when T1 slope <13 degrees 
or >25 degrees

Two groups: T1 > 26.5 and <26.3,

T1 slope was associated with significantly increased odds ratio for postoperative 
kyphotic alignment changes despite having more lordotic CL preoperatively

Meaning those patients in group one had higher rate of postoperative kyphosis

MRI- Standard Technique for 
Cervical Spine

Sagittal T1 and Sagittal and 
axial T2 spin echo (SE) 
images.

T2 GRE for pseudo 
myelogram effect and thin 
cuts through the foramina

Gadolinium with T1 
weighted sagittal and axial 
images for suspected tumor, 
infection.  Also fat 
suppression can be helpful
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MRI

T1 images: best spatial 
resolution

T2 images: accentuates 
pathology

Blooming

Exaggerated severity of 
stenosis seen on sagittal T2 
GRE images. (less on SE 
images) from”blooming”
of the edge of cortical bone

“Blooming” can also 
overestimate foraminal 
narrowing 

T1 images better for 
assessing size of canal and 
axial better than sagittal

Canal size

13mm AP diameter

70 mm cross sectional 
area

Yet clinical picture should 
weigh heavily on 
treatment decisions
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Myelomalacia

T-1 Signal changes

Rare

Consensus is bad prognostic sign

Represent cystic necrosis,  
spongiform changes or 
demyelination

Myelomalacia
T-2 signal: ? Represents 
edema, gliosis

?reversible

Most controversial: 
Improvement in sx’s 
(and occasional 
MRI’s)documented in 
literature with non op 
care

Considered a relative surgical 
indication by many but in 
itself likely represents a large 
spectrum of pathology which 
adds confusion to surgical 
predictability

Myelomalacia

47 patients treated surgically with post op MRI’s, JOA scores, 
14 on T2 only, 23 T1 and T2, 10 no signal changes

Greatest improvement in those with no signal change

12 of 14 with T2 only showed regression of signal at 6 
months and these patients also had acceptable clinical results

Group with both T1 and T2 signal showed no regression of 
signal and least improvement in Sx’s
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The Impact of the K-Line(-) in the Neck_Flexion
Position on Pt. Based Outcomes after Cervical 

Laminoplasty for Patients with OPLL

68 pts: 22 k(-) and 46 (+)

K(-): 
worse extremity pain 
scores

Less gains in EQ-5D 
and JOA scores

Lower patient 
satisfaction scores

Types of Laminoplasties

Open Door Laminoplasty

French Door laminoplasty

either
C3-C6

C3-C7

w/ C3 laminectomy

Open Door

1978 Hirabayashi

Unilateral hinge.  Open 
on more symptomatic side

Held open with suture
Reclosure rates

Now plates or block bone 
graft
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French-Door

Kurokawa: 1982

Two bilateral gutters

Bone graft strut

Much written on:

Laminoplasty vs
laminectomy and fusion

Lamioplasty vs anterior 
decompression and fusion

Also combining 
laminoplasty with fusion

My Bias

One or two level disease:   
Anterior approach, ACDF 
vs corpectomy

Kyphosis greater than 15 
degrees: posterior fusion, 
possible combined 
approach

Rest: Laminoplasty

(One and two are the 
exception in my practice)
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Reoperation for Late Neurological Deterioration 
After Laminoplasty in Cases with DCM: 

Comparison Between CS and OPLL

CSM 522, OPLL 101

10 re ops  1.6%

1.3% in CS, 3.0% in OPLL

Complications
C5 Palsy

Axial neck pain
Higher than anterior fusion
Preserve C7
Avoid prolonged collar

Decreased ROM
Boney fusion, prolonged 
collar

Post op kyphosis;
C2 muscle attachments
Preop kyphotic angle during 
flexion > lordotic angle during 
extension
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Sometimes you need a fusion


